Relating foam lamella stability and surface dilational rheology.
The surface dilational elasticity module E of a soluble cationic surfactant at the air-water interface is measured in a frequency range of 1-500 Hz. The data are then correlated with the lifetime of a foam lamella formed with the same surfactant solution. The surface rheological measurement have been performed with an improved design of the oscillating bubble technique that measures precisely the real and imaginary part of the complex dilational module E. The imaginary part captures a dissipative process which is interpreted as an intrinsic surface dilational viscosity kappa. The cationic surfactant 1-dodecyl-4-dimethylaminopyridinium bromide shows a transition between a surface elastic to a viscoelastic behavior with an increase of the bulk concentration. The transition corresponds to a striking increase in the lifetime of the foam lamella. The lamella lifetime of the viscoelastic system exceeds the one of an elastic system by 2 orders of magnitude while the absolute value of the E module remains comparable. The results suggest that surface dilational viscosity kappa is crucial for the ability of a surfactant system to form a stable foam. A simple picture that explains this observation is discussed.